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1. Installation Instructions 

1.1. Installation and Initialisation 

Important Instructions with regard to working safety: 
Before initialising the LISA-control unit in the cabinet, without fail read the operation manual and then 
keep it within hand-reach. 

Installation and initialisation of the LISA-control unit shall be done by instructed persons or accordingly 
skilled expert labour only. 

Servicing and repair work shall in principle be left to the servicing labour of Messrs. Schneider 
Steuerungstechnik GmbH / Klinkhammer Steuerungsbau GmbH or to qualified expert labour. 

Take appropriate measures to secure the appliances against unauthorized resp. unintentional switching 
on the power supply (remove fuses, put up warning labels, fence the working area off, if necessary post 
an assistant, who supervises the safety measures).  

Without fail adhere to the safety instructions given by the authorities in charge of working safety. 

Preliminar to installation 
Check the consignment supplied with regard to possible shipping damages. 
Shipping damages are to be reported without delay to the forwarding agent resp. to 
Messrs. Schneider Steuerungstechnik GmbH / Klinkhammer Steuerungsbau. 

Unpack the LISA-control unit/cabinet. 

Check the supply for completeness. 

Compare the components supplied to the packing list. 
Compare the order document to the supply note. Discrepancies are to be reported without delay to  
Messrs. Schneider Steuerungstechnik GmbH/Klinkhammer Steuerungsbau GmbH. 

! Hints : 
Before use, travelling cables should smooth out for about 24 hours - this is applicable in particular for 
travelling cables make LISA - first draw the travelling cable in, before you start installation of the machine 
room. 

While drawing the travelling cable in, make sure that it is neither twisted nor buckled! 

As both ends of the travelling cable are labelled in the same way, it is not matter, which end is drawn to 
the control cabinet resp. to the inspection control unit. 

1.1.1 Installation and connection in the machine room 
The control cabinet is fixed to the wall through the holes in the corners of the cabinet. In the accessories 
kit supplied together with the cabinet, you will find four fishplates, dowels and screws.  

After having fixed the cabinet, make connection to the mains switch. If feeding of the mains switch has 
been realized by the building contractor, you have to connect mains switch and control unit, only. If there 
is a mains switch integrated, lay  the feed line directlly in the control cabinet. 

The feed line is connected to terminals L1, L2, L3, N1 and PE (5-conductors). 

If there is foreseen a separate lighting cable for car and well, connect it to terminals L4, N2 and PE in the 
control cabinet. If no separate lighting cable has been foreseen, set jumpers from terminal N1 to N2 and 
terminal L1 to L4 in the control cabinet. 
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! Hint : 
Don't initialize the control unit now, as before you have to finalize installation of the machine. 

Installation of a rope-traction machine (either two-speed or VV/VF-speed control): 
Motor line (2*4 conductors for two-speed installations / 1*4 screened conductors for elevators with 
VV/VF-speed control) 

one brake line (either service brake or stopping brake) 

ptc-line 

optional: line to the forced ventilation system 

in case of  VV/VF speed control: line to the speed generator resp. pulse generator.  

Installation of a hydraulic unit: 
This comprises in general, depending on the components used: 

• Lines to motor and valve 

• ptc-line 

• contacts for maximum and minimum pressure 

 
After having finalized the said installation of the machine room, continue with the installation of 
the well equipment. 
For this purpose, you have to initialize the control functions for installation travels.  

1.2. Installation and connection of the well equipment 

Control functions for installation travels: 
If you have to bridge functions of the safety circuit (e.g. not installed), set jumpers from terminal 1 to 9 
and from terminals 11 to 14. 

 

To bridge functions of the safety circuit use earthing wires (yellow/green) and let long 
"conspicious" ends of the jumper wires hang down, in order that after finalisation of 

the installation work you don't unintentionally leave jumpers in the cabinet.   

! Attention ! 

While installing the well equipment, have the inspection control unit 
always switched on! 

In case of an elevator modernisation, where an elevator car is already available, installation travels 
should be done directly by means of the original LISA-inspection control unit. 
In new buildings use an inspection control pear switch, in order not to damage the original travelling 
cable while erecting the elevator car. 
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How to procede at elevator modernisation projects : 
Fix the travelling cable in the elevator well and to the elevator car. 

Start installing the inspection control box on top of the elevator car. 

Plug the 26-pole-plug of the travelling cable in the push-on terminal strip X1 situated on the APO-
pcboard in the inspection control box. 

After that lay the feed lines to the electronic components of the inspection control box (conductors 1 and 
2 of the travelling cable) and connect them to terminals -H and +H. 

The safety circuits of the inspection control unit in general have already been provided with jumpers. For 
installation travel purposes, replace them by the original connections, such as for example car door 
contacts or safety gear switch. 

Now actuate the inspection control switch (INSPECTION ON) and afterwards the stop switch. Connect 
every conductor of the travelling cable to ist appropriate terminal in the inspection control box (refer to 
the circuit diagram of the elevator!). 

Now completely connect the travelling cable to the terminals in the elevator control unit. 

Insert the plug of the electronic cable in the lateral socket X2 of LiSA10-pcboard (electronic cable = 
middlle conductor) 

Connect the screening of the electronic cable (single white isolated cable) to PE, but only in the elevator 
control cabinet. 

Switch on fuse F3 and mains switch! 

Observe the status display of the LiSA-control unit. After a short warming up and initialisation interval, it 
shall display the symbol of inspection operation. 

! Hint : 
The symbol explanations have been printed on the LiSA-cover! 

Provided that the unit has correctly been wired (jumpers in the safety circuit), now also the LED-signal 
of the safety circuit SK1 is lit. 

Pull the emergency switch and check the sense of rotation of the elevator traction machine by 
additionally actuating the AB-button. If the car travels down, connection of the feed line is correct. If the 
car has started travelling up, change connection of the two phases of the line feeding the mains switch. 
Then repeat the test. 

! Hint: 
At elevators with VV/VF speed control, change of the two phases of the feed line to the mains switch 
doesn't influence the sense of rotation. In this case you have either to 
change the 2 phases of the motor line or to 

modify the according parameters of the frequency converter 

Actuate the direction button. As soon as the car starts travelling, on the LiSA-control unit the LEDs SK1, SK2 , SK3 
and SK4 are lit.  

If the car doesn't start travelling, check the following components: 
Is SK4 lit to acknowledge that a direction button has been actuated? 
Check, if there is a jumper from terminal 11 terminal 14 in the control cabinet. SK4 is not lit, if this jumper is 
missing. 

Is terminal 9 in circuit? 
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Check, if SK1 is lit (to acknowledge that terminal 9 is in circuit). 

 

If terminal 9 is not alive, check if there is a jumper from terminal 1 to terminal 9. 

If you cannot trace any mistake here, check if there is a secondary voltage at terminal 1. 

If there is no secondary voltage at terminal 1, check if fuses F1 and F3 are inserted. 

If every component is in circuit up to terminal 9, check if terminal 9 in the inspection control box on top of 
the elevator car is alive. It should be alive, if everything is correctly wired, provided the travelling cable is 
not damaged. 

After a free emergency stop press a direction button and keep it. Measure the secondary voltage of 
terminal 11 in the inspection control box. If it is not alive, probably a jumper has not been laid in the 
inspection control box, which should be there. 

Take the circuit diagram to check, if all jumpers are available necessary to supply voltage to terminal 11, 
while the direction button is being pressed. If not, insert the missing jumpers as indicated. 

! Important hint with respect to the working safety: 
Do not set any direct jumper from terminal 9 to terminal 11 in the inspection control box, as this would 
make the emergency stop function inoperative. Consequently, releasing the direction button would not 
cut the safety circuit anymore. 

Procedure at erection of new elevators 
In general, procede as described above with respect to the modernization of elevators. The installation 
travel, however, is executed WITHOUT travelling cable and inspection control box. 

Inspection control pear switch: 
With one exception, the 
safety circuits are to be 
bridged in the same way as 
at the elevator 
modernization: 

Bridging function from 
terminal 9 to 11 is to be 
done by a selfmade 
inspection pear switch. 

To connect the inspection 
pear switch use a rubber-
insulated flexible cable 
(5*1,5) of sufficcient length. 

Connect one conductor of your inspection pear switch to terminal 9, lay it to the emergency stop of the 
pear switch (break contact element). From there in parallel to the two direction switches (2 levels/make 
contact elements) and back to terminal 11 in the control cabinet. The direction can now be set by the 
two free make contact elements of the direction switches of the inspection pear switch. 

Lay one conductor to -H in the control cabinet and connect it to the base point of both direction 
switches. 

Then connect the make contact element of the UP-switch to the terminal UP, which is situated lefthand 
on top of the LiSA10-pcboard. 

The make contact element of the DOWN-button is to be connected to the terminal DOWN below the 
terminal UP. 

To switch the inspection travel on, set a jumper from -H to terminal ON, which is the topmost of the 
three inspection terminals. 
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For trouble shooting procede as is to be done with elevator modernizations. 

 

As the next step install landing doors and the car. 

After that install the inspection control box and the travelling cable of the new elevator. 

! Attention ! 

Make sure that for the whole duration of the installation work, the inspection control 
function is being switched on! 

Procede as described above for the elevator modernizations. 

Afterwards you can do installation travels by means of the inspection control box installed on the car roof. 

Now you can disconnect the inspection pear switch. 

! Hint : 

Do not forget to remove the jumper from -H to the top inspection terminal of LiSA (ON), as 
otherwise the inspection travel function would remain ON, regardless of whether the 
inspection control switch on the car is on or off. This jumper is for additional safety and 
is recommended for unexperienced staff. You need not disconnect the jumper before the 
first teaching operation of the elevator!!! 

Installation of inductor plates and selector: 
The following steps are identical for the installation of a new elevator 
and for the modernization of an already existing elevator. First 
assemble the inductor plates supplied to the according rail-mounted 
fixation blocks at each landing.  

! Hint: 
Within an elevator well, the inductor plates have to be identical in 
length. Length may however differ from elevator well to elevator well! 

Normally, one proximity switch (SGM) is sufficient  to act as a signal 
generator. 
In elevators with relevelling function and/or with doors starting to open 
during levelling require a selector block with 3 signal generators. 

Before starting a selector block comprising 3 proximity switches, make 
sure that top and bottom signal generator have identical distances to 
the signal generator between them. Furthermore, normal length of the 
inductor plates presumed (> 10 cm), the distance between the top 
edge of the top signal generator and bottom edge of the bottom signal 
generator shall correspond to the length of the inductor plate -20 mm.. 

Assemble the selector block to the car in a way that the inductor plates 
pass through the slots of the proximity switches. 
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! Hint : 
Insertion of the inductor plates in the slots of the proximity sitches shall be equal at every landing and as 
deep as possible (leave a gap of approx. 8 mm). 

 

Furthermore, see to it that the inductor plates pass straight through the middle of the slots of the 
proximity switches. The inductor plates  can be adjusted in the oblong holes. 

 

Adjust the inductor plates very precisely, in order to facilitate flush levelling of the elevator car at 
every landing during the teaching operation. 

Assembly of the levelling magnets and pre-limit switches: 
After having installed the inductor plates at every landing, assemble the correction magnets at the top 
and bottom landing. They are also to be assembled to a rail-mounted fixation block each and can be 
shifted laterally in a way that at the bottom landing the pre-limit switch VU passes by the bottom magnet 
and at the top landing the pre-limit switch VO passes by the top magnet. Distance between the magnets 
and these magnet switches VU and VO shall range between 8 and 12 millimetres. 

Now pass by the bottom magnet and stop the car. 

! Attention: 
Don't pass too far by the magnet! 
As otherwise the car could touch down, due to the fact that possibly the limit switch does not yet work! 

Now on the selector block the LED "VU" is lit. If not, change polarity of the magnet by turning it by 180° 
(North/South). Lift the car a little and then again test the selector block by passing down by the bottom 
magnet and stopping the car. 

The LED VU shall be lit, and when you again pass up by the bottom magnet it shall be extinguished. 

Repeat these steps at the top magnet. Passing up by the top magnet shall lighten the LED "VO" of the 
selector block. 

If not, change the polarity of the magnet. 

Passing down by the top magnet shall extinguish the LED "VO". 

The pre-limit switches are to be positioned in a way that after reversal of direction, sufficient run is left for 
the car to precisely level at the top resp. bottom landing. 

! Hint : 
Correction switches always disconnect the high speed. This means that the elevator changes over to the 
levelling function as soon as the correction magnet is passed by. 
Therefore, see to it that the bottom magnets are not assembled too high and the top magnets too deep, 
in order to prevent long creeping distances in the end-of-travel landings. 
 
If forced disconnection of the high speed is bridged on the LiSA 10-pcboard, the high-speed relay is 
disconnected regardless of the actual step of the control programme. 
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2. Operation Instructions 

2.1  Setting instructions for rope-traction-elevators(refer to pict.2) 
Below the teaching-operation is described for two-speed and VV/VF speed controlled rope-
traction elevators by means of the digital selection function. 
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 Components necessary for the selection function: 
• 1 inductor plate and 1 fixation block per each landing. 

• 2 magnets with fixation block each, for correction on top (VO) resp. at the bottom (VU).  

• Selection block at the car with middle signal generator, pre-limit switch top (VO) and pre-limit 
switch bottom (VU). 

• 1 pulse generator. 

Please adhere to the following items before you execute the first teaching travel - 
this will save you a lot of adjusting work and the adjusting procedure will take you 
not more than 5 to 30 minutes (maximum). 

 

1. Assemble the inductor plates very precisely!!!   
2. Inductor plates shall insert in the slots of the signal generators by at least 50% 

of the slot depth. All inductor plates shall have identical depths of insertion!!  
3. Distance between the correction magnets and the end-of-travel landings shall 

approximately correspond to the required deceleration distance. If the distance 
were too small, the car would enter in the limit switch during the teaching 
operation! 

4. The correction magnets shall by approx. 8-12 mm distant from the pre-limit 
switch each! 

5. Pre-limit switches shall be closed within the zone of the end-of-travel landings - 
to be recognised by the luminous bar on the bar-LEDs of ZO9/LiSA 10 resp. by 
the LEDs of the selector block! 

6. Make sure that the control unit can "see" the pulses emitted by the pulse 
generator - to be recognised by the flickering luminous bar ZIMP of ZO9/LiSA 
10, while  the car is being operated by the emergency control (e.g. by 8*)! 

Setting resp. checking of the most important parameters: 
In the parameter set 000*, the following parameters are to be set resp. checked: 

• type of elevator (rope-traction/hydro/VV/VF speed control) =  0 / 2 

• VV/VF speed control (All/Dyn/Si/LoFu/Lm/Die/Yask) = 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 67 

• Deceleration (time/fix/pulse) = 2 ( = pulse method)  

• Braking (time/fix/pulse) = 2  ( = pulse method) 

• number of landings = Anzahl der Etagen (2..30) 

• Correction position-bottom = indication where the correcting magnet is positioned (normal = 2) 

• Correction position-top = indication where the correcting magnet is positioned (normal = number of 
landing - 1) 

 

Park the elevator car in the bottom landing! 
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Start the teaching operation by typing 100*. 
 
The following values are ascertained by the teaching operation: 

• Distances between landings 

• pulse constant (pulses/m) 

• Deceleration distance-up and -down at nominal speed "Vnenn" 

• Deceleration rate-up and -down 

 
The elevators travels at high speed up to the pre-limit switch on top and decelerates. 
Distance between the deceleration point and the stop position is memorized as the deceleration 
distance-up at nominal speed Vnenn. 
As soon as the middle signal generator inserts, the car stops. 
Afterwards the elevator travels down and executes the analoguous procedure to ascertain the 
deceleration distance-down at nominal speed Vnenn. As soon as the middle signal generator inserts, 
the elevator stops. The display shows:                                                                           
Overwrite old parameters? (0/1)  
If you want to durably memorize the old parameters in the parameter-memory (EEPROM), type 1. 
Independently from the fact, whether you have memorized the parameter values teached-in or not, 
you can check them by calling in the parameter set "Lernfahrtwerte" 009* (teached-in values). 
 
Remark:  
As a consequence of the forced deceleration in the end-of-travel landings, during teaching operation 
possible errors of the pulse sensing cannot be recognized. It is therefore recommended to check the 
teached-in values after the teaching operation. The pulse constant shall range between 1000 and 
2000 pulses /m). The landing distances memorized shall not deviate from the real values by more 
than +5% (using 20-cm-plates and proximity switches make Pepperl & Fuchs turns out the most 
precise values, provided that the parameter "Fahnenlänge" (length of inductor plate) is set to 193 
mm). If one or more values seem to be not plausible, repeat the teaching operation and afterwards 
compare the values. 
The remaining setting work is done by modifying the following parameters out of the 
parameter set "Fahrzeiten/Impulse" (travel time/pulses) to be called in by 002*: 
Deceleration rate - up 
Deceleration rate - down 
Deceleration distance - up at nominal speed Vnenn 
Deceleration distance - down at nominal speed Vnenn 
Travel between two adjacent landings at high speed x <->y 
Step compensation up at landing X 
Step compensation down at landing X 
 
For elevators with VV/VF speed control also the following parameters might be relevant: 
Distance from the destination at speed Vz2 
Distance from the destination at speed Vz1 
Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz2  
Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz2 
Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz1 
Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz1 
delayed disconnection 
relay for speed Vz2 
relay for speed Vz1 
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2.1.1 Setting of the deceleration points -up resp.  -down: 
The deceleration distances ascertained by the teaching operation indicate the distance between the 
correcting magnets and the end-of-travel landings only. 
As it can presumed that the distance of the magnets has been defined in a way that the car safely stops 
at the teaching operation, it probably has a relatively long creeping distance, and the deceleration 
distances are to be corrected once more for the landings between the top and bottom landing. 
By several approaches to an intermediate landing from above and below you can now adjust  the 
creeping distance. 
If the creeping distance is too long, redue the deceleration distance - up resp. - down. 
See to it, however, that the deceleration distance - down might possibly be too short for a fully loaded 
car, as you have adjusted it while the car was empty. 
It is therefore recommended to adjust  the deceleration distance - down not shorter than the deceleration 
distance - up. 

2.1.2 Approaching landings without reaching the nominal speed: 
Elevators with two-speed drive: 
If at travels between two adjacent landings the nominal speed is reached, set the parameter 
for high speed travel between two adjacent landings to 0. Or otherwise ascertain the most 
favourable length of travel at hight speed by modifying this parameter on the occasion of 
repeated travels between these two adjacent landings. 
 
Elevators with VVVF speed control: 
In principle procede as with the elevators with two-speed drive. If the nominal speed is not 
reached, the VV/VF speed control must be able to execute an optimized speed curve control. 
If this is not possible or if independently from this ability you want to have the elevator travel at 
an intermediate speed, you have to set additional parameters: 
 
Intermediate speeds are to be set by parameters: 
Distance from the destination at speed Vz2 resp. Vz1. 
When the elevators starts travelling, LiSA computes the distance up to the destination landing. If this 
distance falls below the value "distance from the destination at speed Vz2", but exceeds the value 
"distance from the destination at speed Vz1, LiSA sets the controller/frequency converter to the speed 
V2 by means of the freely programmable relay for Vz2. 
If the destination up to the destination landing falls below the value "distance from the destination at 
speed Vz1", LiSA sets the speed V1 (by means of the freely programmable relay for Vz1). 
In all other cases, the elevator travels at speed V3 (Vnenn = nominal speed), provided that the 
parameter "Etagenfahrt mit Ve" (="landing approach at speed Ve"; refer to parameter set 000*) does not 
foresee a travel at speed Ve (= levelling speed). 
By these parameters, up to 4 speeds can be preset for controllers, which are able to do these speeds. 

For elevators with VV/VF speed control, the intermediate speed Vz2 often is denominated 
V2 - with controllers type Dynatron: 60% Vnenn (=60% nominal speed). 
For elevators with VV/VF speed control, the intermediate speed Vz1 often is denominated 
V1 - with controllers type Dynatron: Kurzhaltegeschwindigkeit = short distance speed. 

For each of these speeds the appropriate deceleration distances are to be set in the same 
way as for travels with nominal speeds: 

Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz2 = 
Deceleration distance - down at speed Vz2 = 
Deceleration distance - up at speed Vz1 = 
Deceleration distance - down at speed Vz1 = 
Don't forget to set the two relays, which are liable for the two intermediate speeds Vz1 and 
Vz2 = 
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2.1.3 How to set flush levelling at landings, up resp. down:  
Attention with elevators with VV/VF speed control:    Stopping, will say engaging of the 
brake, shall all times be initiated by the the controller / VV/VF speed control. This means that 
the contactors for direction and travel remain picked up for a certain interval after engaging of 
the mechanical brake. It is therefore important to set the parameter "Abschaltverzögerung" 
(retarded disconnection) to about 1500 ms. The right sequence of the dropping contactors can 
then be heard: first "Bremsschütz K8" (brake contactor K8), then "Richtungsschütz K2 / K4" 
(direction contactor K2 / K4) and last "Fahrschütz K3" (travel contactor K3). In elevators, which 
are not equipped with a safety circuit for levelling or relevelling of the car while the doors 
already start opening, the retarded disconnection of the contactors has the effect, that the 
doors open relatively late. 
    
Flush levelling is set by the parameters „ braking rate - up resp. – down”. Usually, the 
values ascertained by the teaching operation are to be corrected by about 10 mm at a 
maximum. 
Remark:  If the elevator stops too early, the braking rate for this direction of travel is to be 

raised accordingly. If it overruns the landing level, the braking rate for this direction 
of travel is to be reduced. 

As soon as the middle signal generator enters the proximity switch, a value corresponding to the preset 
braking rate is fed in an operation counter. 
At count 0, in the VV/VF speed control, the selecting signal for levelling-/creeping speed is switched off. 
In two-speed elevator controls, all travel signals are disconnected. 
 
Provided that all inductor plates are correctly installed in the well, the setting procedure is now 
completed. 

If not, shift the inductor plates or execute a correction by means of the parameters             
"Step compensation - up / -down at landing x” 

2.1.4 Correction of inaccurately adjusted inductor plates by step compensation 
parameters: 

Correction can be done by travels between two adjacent landings. Deviations can be compensated by 
the parameters „Stufenkorrektur-Auf bzw. -Ab in Etage x“ (step compensation - up / - down at landing x). 
By these parameters the value of the braking rate, which is normally identical for all landings, can be 
modified with regard to direction of travel and individual landing, in order to compensate inaccurately 
adjusted inductor plates at this landing. 
The parameter values for step compensation are preset to 30 mm. 
Values that deviate from the above-mentioned zero points lead to a correction. 
Example: The car has overrun the flush level of landing 5 by 8 mm when travelling up (car is 8 mm too 
high). Consequently, in landing 5 the inductor plate is to be shifted down by 8 mm. Or the braking rate - 
up is to be reduced by 8 mm by means of the step compensation (step compensation - up at landing 5 = 
30 mm - 8 mm = 22 mm). 
If the car had stopped 8 mm below the landing level, this could have been compensated by changing the 
same parameter to 38  mm. 
General: Values that exceed the zero value (> 30 mm) lead to an increased braking rate and values that 
fall below the zero value (< 30 mm) lead to a reduced braking rate. 
 
Note: If you increase the value of the step compensation, the car will do a longer travel! 
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2.1.5 There are two possible procedures for the above-mentioned step        
compensation: 

1. Setting of the step compensating parameters by the keyboard of LiSA: 
Each landing is to by approached from above and blow and the step measured noted. After that the 
step compensating values are entered by the keyboard of LiSA. 

2. Setting of the step compensating parameters by the car push-buttons: 
The steps can be corrected directly by the car push-buttons.  

- The setting procedure is started by typing "208" on the LiSA-keyboard. To 
acknowledge starting of this procedure, the emergeny illumination in the car is 
switched on. The setting procedure is automatically disconnected after 15 minutes 
or can be finalized before by again typing "208" on the LiSA-keyboard. 

- All subsequent actions are done directly in the car. For this purpose, the operator 
approaches every landing from top to bottom. 

 
Car has stopped too early (at down travel it has stopped above landing level, at up travel it has stopped 
below landing level): 
 
Push the door open button once, in order that the car will stop at this landing 1 mm later (= plus 
correction). For each missing millimeter push the door open button once more. Each pushing is 
acknowledged by the emergency car light, which is extinguished for a second each. 

Example:  Travelling down, the car has stopped in the 5th landing 4 mm above landing level. 
Push the door open button four times, in order to increase the parameter for step 
compensation - down at landing 5 by 4 mm. 
 
Car stopped too late (travelling down it stopped below the landing level, travelling up it stopped 
above the landing level): per each millimeter the car has to stop earlier in future, push the car 
push-button corresponding to the landing in question (minus-correction). Each pushing is 
acknowledged by the emergency car light, which is extinguished for a second each.  
Example: Travelling down, the car has stopped 4 mm below the level of the 5th landing. Push 
the car push-button of the 5th landing four times, in order to reduce the parameter for step 
compensation - down at landing 5 by 4 mm. 
 
!!!!    After finalisation of this setting procedure, the parameters are to be memorized in the control unit (is 

not done automatically).  
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Installation and connection of the pulse generator: 
On the LiSA you will find push-on jumpers, by which you can divide the pulse frequency. 

In order to achieve a pulse rate ranging between 500 and 2000 pulses/minute push the jumper JP11 
accordingly on.  

The Lisa pulse generator does not require any division (JP11 in position /1) or a division of maximum 2 
(JP11 in position /2). This is also applicable for pulse generators, which are mounted to the overspeed 
governor. 
Pulse generators of controllers or frequency inverters with 1024 pulses/revolution require a division by 8 
or 16. 
Input of the pulse generator consists of an optocoupler and loads the pulse generator by  
10 mA at a maximum, depending from the pulse level. 
-   The LiSA-pulse generator (100 pulses/revolution) is connected to terminal F21 on the connection 

pcboard in the inspection control box (APO-pcboard). Transmission to the LiSA-pcboard in the control 
cabinet consequently takes place via one conductor, which runs in the shielded part of the travelling 
cable(!!!!). On the central pcboard, this conductor can be tapped at terminal 21 and applied to the 
pulse input (Imp +) by means of a wire-jumper. The input Imp - is to be connected to -H. 
The LiSA pulse generator (incremental encoder make Wachendorf) has worked without any problem 
in elevator installations of up to 1,6 m/sec. In elevators with direct landing approach function (e.g. 
Dynatron-S) it should, however, not be used, as the rope rollers used for the time being are subject to 
wear and tear, which would result in steps (error: Zuhoch/Zutief = above/below landing level). 

-   All other pulse generators are connected directly to the inputs Imp+ and Imp-. The signal level in these 
cases can range between 3 and 24 V. 
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2.2. Setting instructions for hydraulic elevators: 
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Below the teaching operation is described for hydraulic elevators by means of the digital 
selection function.  

Components necessary for the selection function (see pict. 1): 
1 inductor plate 1 fixation block per each landing 
2 magnets with fixation block each, for correction on top (VO) resp. at the bottom (VU).  
Selection block at the car with middle signal generator, signal generator - top, signal 
generator - bottom, pre-limit switch - top and pre-limit switch bottom. 
1 LiSA pulse generator. 

Please adhere to the following items before you execute the first teaching travel - this will 
save you a lot of adjusting work and the adjusting procedure will take you not more than 
5 to 30 minutes (maximum). 

1. Assemble the inductor plates very precisely!!!   

2. Inductor plates shall insert in the slots of the signal generators by at least 50% of the slot 
depth. All inductor plates shall have identical depths of insertion!!  

3. Distance between the correction magnets and the end-of-travel landings shall 
approximately correspond to the required deceleration distance. If the distance were too 
small, the car would enter in the limit switch during the teaching operation! 

4. The correction magnets shall by approx. 8-12 mm distant from the pre-limit switch each! 

5. Pre-limit switches. Shall be closed within the zone of the end-of-travel landings - to be 
recognised by the luminous bar on the bar-LEDs of ZO9/LiSA 10 resp. by the LEDs of the 
selector block! 

6. Make sure that the control unit can "see" the pulses emitted by the pulse generator. To be 
recognised by the flickering luminous bar ZIMP of ZO9/LiSA 10, while  the car is being 
operated by the emergency control (e.g. by 8*)! 

7. Push jumper JP11 in position /1 or /2. 

Setting resp. checking of the most important parameters: 
In the parameter set 000*, the following parameters are to be set resp. checked: 

type of elevator (rope-traction/hydro/VV/VF speed control) = 1 
afterrunning (none/valve/motor/Algi-Elrv) = 0 / 1 / 2 / 3  
Beringer-elevator contol valve (0/1) = 0 / 1 
Stopping by middle signal generator (0/1) = 1 
Deceleration (time/fix/pulse) = 2 ( = pulse method)  
Braking (time/fix/pulse) = 2  ( = pulse method) 
number of landings = Anzahl der Etagen (2..30) 
Correction position-bottom = indication where the correcting magnet is positioned (normal = 
2) 
Correction position-top = indication where the correcting magnet is positioned (normal = 
number of landing – 1) 
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How to execute the teaching operation: 

Park the elevator car in the bottom landing! 
Start the teaching operation by 100*. 

The following values are ascertained by the teaching operation: 
Distances between landings 
pulse constant (pulses/m) 
Deceleration distance-up and -down at nominal speed "Vnenn" 
Deceleration rate-up and -down 

The elevators travels at high speed up to the pre-limit switch on top and decelerates. 
Distance between the deceleration point and the stop position is memorized as the deceleration 
distance-up at nominal speed Vnenn. 
As soon as the middle signal generator inserts, the car stops. 
Afterwards the elevator travels down and executes the analoguous procedure to ascertain the 
deceleration distance-down at nominal speed Vnenn. As soon as the middle signal generator inserts, the 
elevator stops. The display shows: 

                                               Overwrite old parameters? (0/1)  
If you want to durably memorize the old parameters in the parameter-memory (EEPROM), type 1. 
Independently from the fact, whether you have memorized the parameter values teached-in or not, you 
can check them by calling in the parameter set "Teached in values" 009* . 

!!!! Remark: As a consequence of the forced deceleration in the end-of-travel landings, during teaching 
operation possible errors of the pulse sensing cannot be recognized. It is therefore recommended to 
check the teached-in values after the teaching operation. The pulse constant shall range between 500 
and 2000 pulses /m). The landing distances memorized shall not deviate from the real values by more 
than +5% (using 20-cm-plates and proximity switches make Pepperl & Fuchs turns out the most precise 
values, provided that the parameter "Fahnenlänge" (length of inductor plate) is set to 193 mm). If one or 
more values seem to be not plausible, repeat the teaching operation and afterwards compare the values. 

The remaining setting work is done by modifying the following parameters out of the parameter set 
“travel time/pulses” to be called in by 002*: 

Deceleration rate - up 
Deceleration rate - down 
Deceleration distance - up at nominal speed Vnenn 
Deceleration distance - down at nominal speed Vnenn 
Travel between two adjacent landings at high speed x <->y 
Step compensation up at landing X 
Step compensation down at landing X 
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2.2.1 Setting of the deceleration points -up resp.  -down: 
The deceleration distances ascertained by the teaching operation indicate the distance between the 
correcting magnets and the end-of-travel landings only. 
As it can presumed that the distance of the magnets has been defined in a way that the car safely stops 
at the teaching operation, it probably has a relatively long creeping distance, and the deceleration 
distances are to be corrected once more for the landings between the top and bottom landing. 
By several approaches to an intermediate landing from above and below you can now adjust  the 
creeping distance. 
If the creeping distance is too long, reduce the deceleration distance - up resp. - down. 
See to it, however, that the deceleration distance - down might possibly be too short for a fully loaded 
car, as you have adjusted it while the car was empty. 
It is therefore recommended to adjust  the deceleration distance - down not shorter than the deceleration 
distance - up. 

2.2.2 Approaching landings without reaching the nominal speed: 
If at travels between two adjacent landings the nominal speed is reached, set the parameter 
for Schnelle Etagenfahrt (high speed travel between two adjacent landings) to 0 for these 
landings. Or otherwise ascertain the most favourable length of travel at high speed by 
modifying this parameter on the occasion of repeated travels between these two adjacent 
landings. 

2.2.3 How to set flush levelling at landings, up resp. down:  
Flush levelling is set by the parameters „Bremsverzögerung-Auf bzw. –Ab“ (braking rate - up 
resp. - down). Usually, the values ascertained by the teaching operation are to be corrected by 
about10 mm at a maximum. 
Remark:  If the elevator stops too early, the braking rate for this direction of travel is to be raised accordingly. 

If it overruns the landing level, the braking rate for this direction of travel is to be reduced. 
As soon as the middle signal generator enters the proximity switch, a value corresponding to the preset braking rate 
is fed in an operation counter. 
At count 0, in the VV/VF speed control, the selecting signal for levelling-/creeping speed is switched off. In two-
speed elevator controls, all travel signals are disconnected. 
 
Provided that all inductor plates are correctly installed in the well, the setting procedure is now 
completed. 

If not, shift the inductor plates or execute a correction by means of the parameters "Stufenkorrektur-Auf / -Ab in 
der Etage“ (step compensation - up / -down at landing x). 

2.2.4 Correction of inaccurately adjusted inductor plates by step compensation 
parameters: 
Correction can be done by travels between two adjacent landings. Deviations can be compensated by 
the parameters „Stufenkorrektur-Auf bzw. -Ab in Etage x“ (step compensation - up / - down at landing x). 
By these parameters the value of the braking rate, which is normally identical for all landings, can be 
modified with regard to direction of travel and individual landing, in order to compensate inaccurately 
adjusted inductor plates at this landing. 
The parameter values for step compensation are preset to 30 mm. 
Values that deviate from the above-mentioned zero points lead to a correction. 
Example: The car has overrun the flush level of landing 5 by 8 mm when travelling up (car is 8 mm too 
high). Consequently, in landing 5 the inductor plate is to be shifted down by 8 mm. Or the braking rate - 
up is to be reduced by 8 mm by means of the step compensation (step compensation - up at landing 5 = 
30 mm - 8 mm = 22 mm). 
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If the car had stopped 8 mm below the landing level, this could have been compensated by changing the 
same parameter to 38  mm. 
 
General: Values that exceed the zero value (> 30 mm) lead to an increased braking rate and values that 
fall below the zero value (< 30 mm) lead to a reduced braking rate. 
 
Note: If you increase the value of the step compensation, the car will do a longer travel! 

2.2.5 There are two possible procedures for the above-mentioned step 
compensation: 
1. Setting of the step compensating parameters by the keyboard of LiSA: 
Each landing is to by approached from above and below and the step measured is to be noted. After that 
the step compensating values are entered by the keyboard of LiSA. 

2. Setting of the step compensating parameters by the car push-buttons: 
The steps can be corrected directly by the car push-buttons.  

- The setting procedure is started by typing "208" on the LiSA-keyboard. To 
acknowledge starting of this procedure, the emergeny illumination in the car is 
switched on. The setting procedure is automatically disconnected after 15 minutes 
or can be finalized before by again typing "208" on the LiSA-keyboard. 

- All subsequent actions are done directly in the car. For this purpose, the operator 
approaches every landing from top and bottom. 

 
Car has stopped too early (travelling down it has stopped above landing level, at up travel it has stopped 
below landing level): 
 
Push the door open button once, in order that the car will stop at this landing 1 mm later (= plus 
correction). For each missing millimeter push the door open button once more. Each pushing is 
acknowledged by the emergency car light, which is extinguished for a second each. 

Example:  Travelling down, the car has stopped in the 5th landing 4 mm above landing level. 
Push the door open button four times, in order to increase the parameter for step 
compensation - down at landing 5 by 4 mm. 
 
Car has stopped too late (travelling down it has stopped below the landing level, travelling up it 
stopped above the landing level): per each millimeter the car has to stop earlier in future, push 
the car push-button corresponding to the landing in question (minus-correction). Each pushing 
is acknowledged by the emergency car light, which is extinguished for a second each.  
Example: Travelling down, the car has stopped 4 mm below the level of the 5th landing. Push 
the car push-button of the 5th landing four times, in order to reduce the parameter for step 
compensation - down at landing 5 by 4 mm. 
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2.2.6 How to set approach to flush landing level during relevelling:  
By the parameters „braking rate during relevelling” approach to flush landing level during relevelling 
(either travelling up or down) is set. This adjusting procedure is independent from the landing approach 
during normal travel operation. 
As soon as either the top or bottom signal generator (SGu / SGo) enters the proximity switch, the value 
corresponding to braking rate during relevelling is loaded in a counter. At count 0 all travel signals are 
switched off, provided that valve or motor afterrunning have not been preset.  
 
After finalisation of the setting procedure the parameters are to be memorized in After finalisation of the setting procedure the parameters are to be memorized in After finalisation of the setting procedure the parameters are to be memorized in After finalisation of the setting procedure the parameters are to be memorized in 
thecontrol unit (this is not done automatically).thecontrol unit (this is not done automatically).thecontrol unit (this is not done automatically).thecontrol unit (this is not done automatically).    

2.2.7 Installation and connection of the pulse generator:  
The LiSA10 pcboard ist equipped with plug-on jumpers, by 
which you can divide the pulse frequency. 

To achieve a pulse constant ranging between 500 and 2000 
pulses/m, accordingly set jumper JP 11.  

The LiSA pulse generator does not require any division 
(JP11 in position/1) or a maximum division of 2 (JP 11 in 
position /2). This also refers to pulse generators, which are 
assembled to the overspeed governor. 

Controllers or inverter pulse generators with 1024 pulses 
per revolution require a division by 8 or 16. 

The input of the pulse generator consists of an optocoupler 
and loads the pulse generator by a maximum of 10 mA, 
regardless of the pulse level. 

- The LiSA pulse generator (100 pulses per revolution) is 
connected to terminal F21 on the connection pcboard in 
the inspection control box (APO-pcboard). 
Transmission to the LiSA-pcboard in the control cabinet 
consequently takes place via one conductor which runs in the shielded parted of the travelling 
cable(!!!). On the LiSA10-pcboard, this conductor can be tapped at terminal 21 and applied to the 
pulse input (Imp+) by means of a wire jumper. The input Imp- is to be connected to -H. 
The LiSA pulse generator (incremental encoder make Wachendorf) has worked without any problem 
in elevator installations of up to 1,6 m/sec. In elevators with direct landing approach function (e.g. 
Dynatron-S) it should, however, not be used, as the rope rollers used for the time being are subject 
to wear and tear, which would result in steps (error: Zuhoch/Zutief = above/below landing level). 

- All other pulse generators are connected directly to the inputs Imp+ and Imp-. The signal level in 
these cases can range between 3 and 24 V. 
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3. Service and Maintenance 
Within the range of the regular service and maintenance work with regard to the entire elevator, also the 
LiSA-control unit is the be checked. 

This check comprises a visual and a functional examination. 

Visual examination: 
1. Examine all relays with regard to burned contacts. 
2. Examine the power contactors. 
3. Examine the plug-connections. 

 

Functional examination: 
The functional examination mainly consists of the checks prescribed by the elevator attendant tasks and the 
check of the fault memory. 

1. Does the elevator stop at flush landing level? 
2. Does the emergency call system work? 
3. Does the door-open button work? 
4. Is the car illuminated? 

Check of the fault memory: 
1. Fault memory, time sequence 
2. Fault memory, parity check faults 
3. Fault memory, interruptions of safety circuit, door malfunctions, inaccurate stops. 

 

3.1 Push-button commands 
The following commands can be initiated by means of the LiSA-keyboard. 

It is inevitable to know these commands, in order to be able to execute the functional check of the elevator. 

!!!!    Every command is finalized by the *-button. 
Some functions are activated and deactivated by the same command. 
 

1 x x * = car command for landing xx  Example:  15*   = Car command for landing 5 
  115* = Car command for landing 15 
2 x x * = landing call up on landing xx  Example:  25*   = Landing call up on landing 5 
  215* = Landing call up on landing 15 
3 x x * = landing call down on landingxx  Example:  35*   = Landing call down on landing 5 
  315* = landing call down on landing 15 
8 x x * = Set IO xx  Example:  85*   = Set IO5 
  815* = Set IO15 
9 x x * = Set IO xx  Example:  95*   = Cancel IO5 
  915* = Cancel IO15 
1 * = open door 1  door 1 is opened regardless from the 

opening permission 
2 * = open door 2  door 2 is opened regardless from the 

opening permission 
3 * = close door 1 and door 2  forced closing of the 2 doors 
4 * = special display on/off  (refer to description of LiSA-Display) 
5 * = block / release the doors  Doors remain closed / door blocking is 

cancelled 
6 * = Landing control functions on/off  switches landing control functions on/off 
7 * = Simulation of commands on/off  In intervals of 15 seconds the random-

check generator enters car commands 
and landing calls 
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8 * = emergency control on/off  Software simulates emergency control 
functions. No jumpers in the safety 
circuit.  

  press button 1 to travel up, button 2 to 
travel down. 

9 * = Testing mode on/off  - During remote operation, state of the 
elevator is transmitted every second. 

  - In elevator banks, the group messages 
are displayed. 

 

05 * = triggering of top limit switch  Function for acceptance test:  
  Slow travel into the top limit switch 
06 * = triggering of bottom limit switch  Function for acceptance test:  
  Slow travel into the bottom limit switch 
010 * = cumulative fault display   
011 * = Display of disturbed door operations, 
interruptions of the safety circuit and inaccurate 
landing stops  

  

012 * = Display of faults in time sequence   
013 * = Display of travel statistics (number of 
approaches to each landing) 

  

015 * = Cancel display of faults in time sequence   
016 * = Cancel cumulative fault display   
017 * = Cancel display of disturbed door 
operatins, interruptions of the safety circuit and 
innaccurate landing stops   

  

018 * = Cancel travel counter and travel statistics   
019 * = Cancel counter of service intervals   
100 * = Start teaching operation   
200 * = Switch modem-operation on / off   
201 * = Set alarm during modem-operation   
202 * = Cancel alarm during modem-operation   
204 * = Continuous LiSA-Display on / off   
208 * = teaching operation by car control buttons 
on/off 

  

400 * = overall hardware test   
401 * = relay test   
402 * = Continuous IO-Test on LiSA central 
pcboard 

  

403 * = IO-Test by car control buttons   
404 * = overall hardware test   
405 * = Continuous IO-Test on LiSA central 
pcboard 

  

600 * = Memorizes parameters of the elevator   
 

Besides the serial interface between LiSA and PC (direct or via Modem), the LiSA display together with 
the 12-key-board is the most important communication interface between control unit and user.  

Range of functions of the LiSA-display:  
LiSA displays the buttons pressed – LiSA acknowledges to recognize the button 
LiSA displays the state of the elevator 
LiSA displays the IO-configuration 
LiSA displays the contents of the fault memory and the paramters 
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3.2 LiSA displays the status of the elevator 
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Display description in sequence from top left (= 1st position) to bottom right (= 80th position): 

1st Position: s = landing where elevator starts, i.e., elevator started from 1st landing 

2nd Position:   = Car calls for landing 2 are blocked, i.e., not accepted 
3rd Position:  = Elvators travels up at high speed, for the moment being it is at landing 3 resp. between 3 

and 4. 

4th Position:  = Car calls for landing 5 are blocked, i.e. not accepted 
5th Position: v = deceleration-landing. In landing 5 the point of deceleration is computed 
6th Position: Z = destination landing 
7th Position: * = Car call for landing 7 
8th Position: * = Car call for landing 8 

20th position:   = photocell of door 1: light barrier not interrupted (  = interrupted) 

21st position:   = closing force limiter of door 1 not activated (  = activated) 

22nd position:  = Door-open-button of door 1 not pressed (  = pressed) 
23rd position: 0 = permission to open door 1 (blank = no permission) 
24th position:  = limit switch for door open position of door 1 not interrupted (= interrupted) 

25th position:  = limit switch for door closed position of door 1 is interrupted (  = not interrupted) 

26th position:  = car commands are blocked (  = not blocked) 

27th position:  = doors are not blocked (  = blocked) 

29th position:  = pre-limit switch bottom inactive (  = active) 

30th position:  = Signal generator-bottom inactive (  = active) 

31st position:  = middle signal generator inactive (  = active) 

32nd position:  = top signal generator inactive (  = active) 

33rd position:  = pre-limit switch - top inactive (  = active) 
35th position -  40th position: travel counter or parking time (if parking landing function is active) 

41st position:  = landing call - up at landing 1 ( - = no landing call) 

42nd position:   = landing calls at landing 2 are blocked, i.e., not accepted 
43rd position: -  = no landing call - up at landing 3 
44th position: -  = no landing call - up at landing 4 
45th position: -  = no landing call - up at landing 5 
46th position:  = landing calls up and down at landing 6 
47th position:  = landing call - down at landing 7 
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48th position:  = landing call - down at landing 8 
 

60th position:  = photocell of door 2: light barrier is not interrupted (  = interrupted) 

61st position:  = closing force limitor of door 2 is not activated (  = activated) 

62nd position:  = door-open-button of door 2 is not activated (  = activated) 
63rd position: 0 = permission to open door 2 (blank = no permission) 

64th position:  = limit switch of open position of door 2 not interrupted (  = interrupted) 

65th position:  = limit switch of closed position of door 2 interrupted (  = not interrupted) 

66th position:  = landing calls are blocked (  = not blocked) 

67th position:  = door stop button not activated (  = activated) 

69th position:  = safety circuit closed up to safety gear contact inclusive (SK1) (  = open) 

70th position:  = safety circuit closed up to landing door inclusive (SK2) (  = open) 

71st position:  = safety circuit closed up to car door (SK3) inclusive (  = open) 

72nd position:  = safety circuit closed up to lock switch (SK4) inclusive (  = open) 
75th position -  80th position: 

display of speed during travel, after passing through an inductor plate 
display of running time during normal operation and at standstill 
display of operating state: all operating states  <> normal operation  

 

To change over to the display of additional states, 4* is to be typed:To change over to the display of additional states, 4* is to be typed:To change over to the display of additional states, 4* is to be typed:To change over to the display of additional states, 4* is to be typed:    
 

w

v

reV z

s

0e g = 1

*
9 8 OKZ = 2

OKZ = 2
1 : 1 : 10 2

1 2 3 4 5

OKZ = .. (door opening checkback time)
SKZ = .. (door closing checkback time)
STZ = .. (door standstill resp. openning time)

door 1

deceleration distance displayed for the duration of the door opening checkback time real time (at standstill)
travelling checkback time (during travels 

1. Display of door operating times: 
-  display of the door opening time during door operation 
-  display of the standstill interval after opening 
-  display of the door closing time during door operation 

2. -  Display of the travel time during travel 
-  display of the clock during standstill 

3.  -  In cases where the deceleration point is computed by applying the pulse method, after the landing 
approach and as long as the door is running open, the deceleration distance is displayed, which has 
been measured by the control unit from the deceleration point to the point where the middle signal 
generator has entered in the inductor plate of the destination landing.  
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3.3 Abbreviated designations of freely programmable IOs 
 

With some exceptions, all IOs are freely programmable in the LiSA control unit. This means that all 
functions required can be set in sequence without a break. 
A reference list of the occupied IOs can be called on the LiSA-display.  

!  From the standard output (state of the elevator) get to the reference list of the IOs 
on  
 the LiSA10-pcboard (ZBE) by pressing the *-button. 

 

! Press the *-button again to see the IOs of the car (FBE). 
 

On the APO8-pcboard (connection pcboard in the car), IO65-IO80 are situated as well as 
the connections for inspection operation, photocells and closing force limiters, which are 
not freely programmable. IO81-IO96 can be found on a pcboard (APE), which might 
eventually be required in addition. 

 
8370

F B E : o v i i

BF E : rl l r i

65IO : 6866 67 69

i ii II

d tu

7271 7573 74 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 898584 86 87 88 9190 9693 94 9592

inspection-emergency stop / door test
inspection up
inspection down
inspection ON

photocell door 2
closing force limiter door 2

closing force limiter door 1
photocell door 1  

The most important functions can be localized immediately by abbreviated designations of the functions in 
question  (e.g. a = Außenruf = landing call).  

All other functions are designated with b (b = occupied), as there not enough abbreviations. They can be 
recognized by studying the parameters (parameter sets 003, 004, 005). 

IOs with double assignment are designated with d (d = double assignment). 

All activated IOs are designated with capital letters. 

Activated IOs without assignment are designated with ä (=Epsilon). 

Return to the original situation (display of the elevator status) by pressing the *-button. 

51

19

B

B

Z

Z

E :

33IO : 35 3634 37

E A

IO :

: a a a

1 2 3 4

a

5

38 4039 4341 42 44

A

6

A

7 8 11

s

9 10

s s

12

s

45 46 47 48 49 50

13

s

14

s

1715 16

s

18

575352 54 55 56

2120 22 23 24 25

58 59 6460 61 62 63

26 27 3228 29 30 31
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FunctionFunctionFunctionFunction    Abbr.Abbr.Abbr.Abbr.    ZBE:ZBE:ZBE:ZBE:  FBE:FBE:FBE:FBE:    Number of assigned IOsNumber of assigned IOsNumber of assigned IOsNumber of assigned IOs        

Car commands i * * 
number of landings /  
number of landings *2 in case of selective door 
control in the car 

 

 

Landing calls a *  

1-button:  number of landings  
               number of landingsl * 2 in case of  
               selective door control at the  
               landings  
2-button: (number of landings -1) * 2  
               (number of landings -1) * 4 in 
               case of selective door control at  
               the landings 

 

1st Input: car selection  i *  refer to car commands 
1st Output: operation with attendant a *  refer to landing calls 
1st Output: Graycode in the car / 
landings c * * 5 

1st Output: binary code in the car / 
landings c * * 5 

1st Output: car position at landings 
in car p * * number of landings 

1st Output: seven-segment indicator p * * 16 (14 segments + up direction + down-
direction) 

1st Output: traffic signals at landings a * * 
Number of landings * 2 / 
number of landings * 4 in case of selective door 
control at the landings 

1st Output: positioning signals in 
elevators for automobiles s * * 5 

1st Output: Teleservice t * * 16 
Segment indicator in car q  * 3 (IO 78-80 or IO 94 – 96) 
1st Output: direction indicator w *  (number of landings – 1) * 2   
1st Output: acoustical arrival signal 
at the landing g *  number of landings 

1st Output: controller / VVVF- 
signals u *  8 

Acoustical arrival signal in the car 
(chime) g * * 1 

Acoustical signal g * * 1 
1st Input: building wiring system h *  8 

1st Input: check of area in front of 
landing door l *  

number of landings / 
number of landings * 2 in case of selective door 
control at the landings 

1st Input: blocking of car commands m * * 
number of landings / 
number of landings * 2 in case of selective door 
control in the car 

1st Input: release of car commands f * * 
number of landings / 
number of landings * 2 in case of selective door 
control in the car 

1st Input: blocking of landing m * * 
number of landings / 
number of landings * 2 in case of selective door 
control at the landings 

1st Input: release of landing f * * 
number of landings / 
number of landings * 2 in case of selective door 
control at the landings 
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Function Abbr. ZBE: FBE: Number of assigned IOs  

landing special operation, key-
switch s *  number of landings / 

1, if preference landing <> 0   

landing preference operation, key-
switch v *  number of landings / 

1, if preference landing <> 0  

landing preference operation in case 
of fire/emergency n *  number of landings / 

1, if preference landing <> 0  

fire brigade operation, landing f *  1 
fire brigade operation, car f * * 1 
disconnection switch landing x * * 1 
disconnection switch car x * * 1 
Input: clock controlled operation u * * 1 
Input: dividing door t  * 1 
Input: evacuation operation e *  1 
Input: fulload / overload y * * 1 
Input: brake jaw monitoring r *  1 
Input: contactor monitoring r *  1 
Signals:  
Special operation, overload, out of 
operation, fulload, evacuation 
operation, special travel/landing, car 
in landing zone, travel, up-direction, 
down-direction, occupied, operation, 
collective fault message 

k * * 1 

Output: car illumination bridged l *  1 

Input: door-opening-button o * * 1 
Input: door-closing-button z * * 1 
Input: door-stop-button j * * 1 
Input: fan-button j * * 1 
 
all other Ios b * *  
double-occupied Ios d * *  
activated IOs without function ä * *  
Activated IOs are designated by capital letters 
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3.4 Description of accumulated faults 
Call in by typing 010 * : 

! Scroll by the  *-button 
The following fault-types are counted: 

Resets 
Positioning errors, up 
Positioning errors, down 
Door operating errors 
Travel time exceeded 
Overtemperature  (in case of hydraulic elevators overtemprature 1 (oil) and overtemperature    

    2 (pump motor) are counted) 
Controller errors (speed-controlled elevators) 
Minimum pressure (hydraulic elevators) 
Maximum pressure (hydraulic elevators) 
 

! Subsequent to the display of accumulated faults, an additional information is 
displayed, that is important for banks of elevators. It cannot be regarded as a 
malfunction, but to simplify the procedures, this information has been added to 
the display of accumulated faults: waiting time after entering a landing call, 
referred to each single landing. 

3.5 Fault descriptions doors / safety circuit 
011 *  = display of door malfunctions, interruptions of the safety circuit and inaccurate landing 

approaches, related to each single landing 

! Scroll by the *-button 

! As for the following displays only one digit per landing is available each, 
the units digits of the fault counter are displayed only. This means that 5 
could also be 15, 25 etc. 

 

 
Safety circuit interrupted during travel at high speed: 

Door malfunction because of non-making door contacts 

door malfunctions because of non-making lock contacts 

05022101
06600000

Tuerk.-Stoerung :
Riegel-Stoerung :

01022100
00208000

SK3-Unterbr. :
SK4-Unterbr. :
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Inaccurate landing approach: 

! The counter related to an individual landing is increased, if the elevator 
stops above or below the landing level. This means that the top resp. 
below signal generator is not within the zone of the inductor plate and 
the step at the landing exceeds 1,5 cm. 

! In case of modem-operation, the building supervisory lodge is informed 

as soon as the 1,5-cm-limit is exceeded at any of landings.. 

3.6 Display of the travel statistics 
 013 *  = Display of the travel statistics (number of approaches to each landing)  

! Scroll by *-button 
 

Number of approaches to a landing : 
 

59022100Stufe :

 5600Anfahrten Etage 1:

 8600Anfahrten Etage 8:
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3.7 Description of faults in time sequence 
012 *  = Display of faults in time sequence  

! Scroll on by *-button. Scroll back by any numeral key. 
A maximum of 30 faults is displayed. In case of more than 30 faults, LiSA overwrites the oldest fault each. 

Displaying always starts with the latest fault. Each fault is displayed by two related images. 

1. Display (time when the fault occurred) : 

2. Display (status of the elevators immediately before the fault occurred): 

The following faults are recorded in the fault memory: 
Reset  = programme-reset 
SmZone = car overtravelled destination landing (middle sig.gen. not within landing zone) 
SuZone = car overtravelled destination landing (bottom sig.gen. not within landing zone) 
SoZone = car overtravelled destination landing (top sig.gen. not within landing zone) 
SoZReg =  car overtravelled landing level during relevelling (top sig.gen. not within land. zone) 
SuZReg =  car overtravelled landing level during relevelling (bott.sig.gen. not within land. zone) 
TTElap =  computed duration of travel exceeded 
ATElap =  30 sec check-time for levelling exceeded 
STElap =  30 sec check-time for starting exceeded 
RTElap = computed duration of relevelling exceeded 
ESBot? =  car presumably in emergency limit switch, bottom 
ESTop? =  car presumably in emergency limit switch, top 
ESTop  =  car was on emergency limit switch top and lowered subsequently 
SK1Int  = interruption of safety circuit upstream SK1 
Ovtem1 =  overtemperature1 (hydraulic elevators only) 
ovtem1 =  overtemperature1 (hydraulic elevators only) – while elevator running 
Ovtem2 = overtemperature2 
ovtem2 =  overtemperature2 – while elevator running 
Minpre  =  minimum pressure (hydraulic elevators only) 
IVVFau =  controller malfunction (speed-controlled elevators only) 
Safty  =  malfunction of safety circuit 
Vo+Vu  =  pre-limit switch top and pre-limit switch bottom simultaneously activated 
CoCFau =  fault of contactor dropout monitoring 
CoOFau =  fault of contactor switching on monitoring 
Brake  = brake jaw monitoring has responded 
MaTMax =  Max. maschine room temperature exceede 
 

9hpZ e i t u n t F e re 1 :l : 5 :032 9 - :31 5 : 0 12

54321*Zs v *
Z UF BE
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Please read the following detailed description of faults and notifications of faults in time sequence: 
Reset: 
Meaning:  

Information (no fault in the proper meaning) about the fact that LiSA has reset the programme. 
Reaction:   
- All outputs are deactivated, and consequently all travelling signals are cut out, which might possibly result 

in an emergency stop. 
- After that all inputs and outputs are tested (to be seen at the LEDs on the IO-cards quickly lighting up one 

after the other) and the car commands are restored (whereas landing calls are cancelled), 
- if the car is not within the zone, a correction travel will be executed. 
Reasons for this fault:  
- External interferences (such as for example interference voltages, mains impurities etc.) make the 

software being processed with errors. As a consequence the monitoring module on the CPU-card (watch-
dog-IC) initiates a reset. 

- External interferences caused by insufficient suppression measures. 
- Defective hardware or software. 
Put things right:   

Decrease external interferences: 
- Connect travelling cable shielding in the control cabinet to PE; provide brakes and locking magnets with 

varistors, RC-links resp. freewheeling diodes (has in general already been done by the manufacturer of 
the control unit). 

- Provide 380 V door operator motors and locking motors with the condenser block make Schneider. 
- Check the wiring system (feed lines and motor lines should not be laid in parallel with the control lines, or 

at least over shorter distances only) 
- possibly the CPU resp. power supply unit is to be replaced 
- possibly the software is to be exchanged. 
 

SK1Int:  
Meaning: Safety circuit interrupted on tap SK1 (terminal 9 / 10) 
Reaction: Emergency Stop, if elevator is running. Elevator is put out of operation. 
Reasons for this fault:  

- mains switch is cut out or control fuses are triggered, 
- speed governor is triggered or elevator car is blocked by the safety gear. 
- other safety contact upstream from terminal 4 is open. 

Put things right:  According to the reasons for this fault. 
 
ESTop?:  
Meaning: Emergency switch on top activated? 

Interruption of safety circuit on tap SK1 (terminal 9/10) while the signal of the emergency switch on top is 
being at hand and the signal transmitter top is missing. As possibly any other safety contact upstream 
from SK1 might as well have caused this interruption, this message is provided with a question mark. 

Reaction:  
Emergency stop, if elevator is running. Elevator is put out of operation. 
Hydraulically operated elevators use to sink after each stop, so that the emergency limit switch will be 
closed again. If the parameter “Norm” (“standard”) of this elevator is set to “TRA”, the elevator will 
resume operation. If this parameter is set to “EN81”, the message “NotOb” (without question mark) will 
be entered in the fault memory, the elevator car will sink and remain out of operation. 

Reasons for this fault: 
- Brake had been released manually so that the car trundled upwards. 
- Value of the parameter for the distance between the topmost landing and the landing before it is too 

high, while at the same time the distance between the magnet of the preliminary limit switch on top 
and the topmost landing is too small. 

- The hydraulic elevator valve does not decelerate correctly (as it depends on the temperature). 
- Emergency limit switch has not correctly been positioned (is triggered too early). 
- Central signal transmitter or preliminary limit switch on top is defective. 

Put things right: 
- Enlarge distance between topmost landing and magnet of preliminary limit switch top. 
- Check, if the preliminary switch top as well as the central signal transmitter switch correctly. 
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ESBot?:  
Meaning: Emergency switch on bottom activated? 

Interruption of safety circuit on tap SK1 (terminal 9/10) while the 
signal of the emergency switch at bottom is being at hand and the 
signal transmitter bottom is missing. As possibly any other safety 
contact upstream from SK1 might as well have caused this 
interruption, this message is provided with a question mark. 

Reaction:  Emergency stop, if elevator is running. Elevator is put out of operation. 
Reasons for this fault:  

- Value of the parameter for the landing distance between landing1 and landing2 before it is too high, 
while at the same time the distance between the magnet of the preliminary limit switch bottom and 
landing1 is too small. 

- The hydraulic elevator valve does not decelerate correctly (as it depends on the temperature). 
- Car is overloaded 
- Emergency limit switch has not correctly been positioned. 
- Central signal transmitter or preliminary limit switch on top is defective. 

Put things right: 
- Enlarge distance between landing1 and magnet of preliminary limit switch. 
- Check, if the preliminary switch bottom as well as the central signal transmitter switch correctly. 
 

CoCFault:     
Meaning: Fault on monitoring the switching-off of the contactor. 

The software, monitoring the travel contactors, which should 
switch off at standstill, has responded. That means that there is no 
signal at the input for contactor monitoring. 

! If the parameter „Norm“ („standard“) is set to EN81, the signal is to be 
connected to the in/output for the landing control on the LiSA-card. 

Reaction: The elevator control unit is put out of operation and stays so until a change of the operation mode is 
initiated. 

Reasons for this fault: At least one contactor has stuck. 
Put things right:  Remove defective contactor. 
 
Brake:   
Meaning:  Fault on monitoring the brake.  

The software, monitoring the brake-contacts, which shall switch 
off  
- if the mechanical brake is closed at standstill of the elevator, or  
- if it is open while the elevator is running, has responded. 

Reaction:  The elevator control unit is put out of operation and stays so until a change of the operation 
mode is initiated. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- Selection of the brake does not work, 
- Brake-jaw contact is not adjusted properly. 
 

Vo+Vu:     
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Meaning:    Pre-limit-switches have simultaneously been activated 
Reaction:  The elevator control unit is put out of operation and stays so until a change of the operation 

mode is initiated. 
Reasons for this fault:   

- Either pre-limit switch top or pre-limit switch bottom has not been reset as the car left the respective 
landing zone. 

- Magnet for the pre-limit switch is positioned in a way that it simultaneously activates the other pre-
limit switch as well. 

Put things right: 
- Replace defective pre-limit switch, 
- Check lateral position of the magnet with respect to the pre-limit switch. 

 
SoZone: (So out of zone) 
Meaning: Car has overrun the flush level while travelling up; that means that the signal transmitter top is 

not within the destination landing zone anymore, and the car has 
stopped with a step above flush landing level. 

Reaction:  The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop (immediate stop).  
Reasons for this fault:  

- Value of parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Auf“ („braking retardation up“) is too high, 
- value of parameter “Verzögerungsweg-Auf” (“braking distance up”) is too low, 
- levelling speed is too high, 
- lug has not properly been adjusted 
- hydraulic valve system depends on the temperature, 
- signal transmitter top is too distant from lugs (signal transmitter top as well as signal transmitter 

bottom should reach in the lugs by at least 1 cm) 
Put things right: 

- Reduce parameter-value for braking retardation up, 
- increase parameter-value for braking distance up, 
- reduce levelling speed. 
 

SuZone: (Su out of zone) 
Meaning: Car has overrun the flush level while travelling down; that means that the signal transmitter  

bottom is not within the destination-landing zone anymore, and the car has stopped with a step below 
flush landing level. 

Reaction:  The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop (immediate stop). 
Reasons for this fault: 

- Value of parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Ab“ („braking retardation down“) is too high, 
- value of parameter “Verzögerungsweg-Ab” (“braking distance down”) is too low, 
- levelling speed is too high, 
- lug has not properly been adjusted 
- hydraulic valve system depends on the temperature, 
- signal transmitter bottom is too distant from lugs (signal transmitter top as well as signal transmitter 

bottom should reach in the lugs by at least 1 cm) 
Put things right:  

- Reduce parameter-value for braking retardation down, 
- increase parameter-value for braking distance down, 
- reduce levelling speed. 
 

SmZone: (Sm out of zone) 
Meaning: Car has overrun the flush level when travelling up or down; that means that the central signal 

transmitter is not within the destination-landing zone anymore, and the car has stopped with a 
step of at least 10 cm above or below the flush landing level. This fault is in general entered in 
the fault memory immediately after SuZone or SoZone. 

Reaction:  The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop (immediate stop). 
Reasons for this fault:  
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- Value of parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Ab resp. Auf“ („braking retardation down resp. up“) is much 
too high, 

- value of parameter “Verzögerungsweg-Ab resp Auf” (“braking distance down resp. up”) is too low, 
- stopping conditions (with Dynatron-S, -F) have too late been signalised by the elevator control unit / 

the hydraulic valve system resp. the speed controlling unit have not accepted the braking command. 
- levelling speed is too high, 
- hydraulic valve system depends on the temperature, 

Put things right: 
- Reduce parameter-value for braking retardation 
- increase parameter-value for braking distance, 
- reduce levelling speed. 

 
Zuhoch (Too high): (So not in zone) 
Meaning: Car stopped above flush level while travelling down; that means that the car has properly stopped at the 

destination landing, but the signal transmitter top has not yet entered the landing zone. 
Reaction: The elevator control unit initiates relevelling, provided that this function has been activated.  
Reasons for this fault:  

- Value of the parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Ab“ (“braking retardation down“) is too low, 
- step correction too large, 
- pulse transmitter sends too many pulses (above all due to interferences on the pulse line), 
- in case of Dynatron-S and –F: The KBR-signal will come too early, if braking is initiated by a KBR-

relay, 
as the firmly installed magnet for the brake sits too high, 
or the car is flush with the landing level, but the lug sits too low, 
or the parameter “Verzögerungsweg-Ab” (“deceleration distance down”) has got a too high value, 

Put things right: 
- Increase value of the parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Ab“ (“braking retardation down”), 
- reduce Step correction, 
- measure input of the pulse on the LiSA-card (by an oscillographe), as possibly the pulse line has to 

be laid in another way. 
- Correct brake release resp. position of the lug. 

 
Zutief (To low): (Su not in zone) 
Meaning: Car stopped below flush level while travelling up; that means that the car has properly stopped at 

the destination landing, but the bottom signal transmitter has not 
yet entered the landing zone. 

Reaction: The elevator control unit initiates relevelling, provided that this function has been activated. 
Reasons for this fault:  

- Value of the parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Auf“ (“braking retardation up“) is too low, 
- step correction too large, 
- pulse transmitter sends too many pulses (above all due to interferences on the pulse line), 
- in case of Dynatron-S and –F: The KBR-signal will come too early, if braking is initiated by a KBR-

relay, 
as the firmly installed magnet for the brake sits too low, 
or the car is flush with the landing level, but the lug sits too high, 
or the parameter “Verzögerungsweg-Auf” (“deceleration distance up”) has got a too high value, 

Put things right:     
- Increase value of the parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Auf“ (“braking retardation up Increase value of 

the parameter „Bremsverzögerung-Ab“ (“braking retardation down”), 
- reduce Step correction, 
- measure input of the pulse on the LiSA-card (by an oscillographe), as possibly the pulse line has to 

be laid in another way. 
- Correct brake release resp. position of the lug. 

 
SoZReg: (So not in zone) 
 Meaning: Car has stopped too late while it was relevelling up. That means that the signal transmitter top 
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has left the zone and the car has stopped with a step above the flush landing level. 
Reaction:  The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop. 
 Reasons for this fault:  

- value of the parameter for brake retardation during relevelling is too high. 
- signal choosing the relevelling speed is missing at the hydraulic control valve/inverter,  
- relevelling speed is too high. 

Put things right: 
- Decrease the value of the parameter for braking retardation during relevelling, 
- check, whether relay for Vn has been set and whether it is correctly wired, 
- reduce relevelling speed. 

 
SuZReg: (Su not in zone) 
Meaning: Car has stopped to late while it was relevelling down (slowly creeping down). That means that 

- the signal transmitter bottom has left the zone and the car has stopped with a step below the flush 
landing level. 

 
Reaction:  refer to SoZreg 
Reasons for this fault: refer to SoZReg 
Put things right: refer to SoZReg 
 
Cfault:  
Meaning:  Counting fault. 

When the up-travelling car reaches the correction magnet top, in the elevator control unit a car 
position is at hand which deviates from the parameter “Korrektur-Position-Oben” (“correction 
position top”). The same situation is given when the car reaches the correction magnet bottom. 

Reaction:  
 The elevator control unit corrects the car position according to the value given by the respective 

parameter “Korrektur-Position-Oben” resp. „-Unten“. 
Reasons for this fault: 

- Central signal-transmitter does not work properly from time to time or is defective, 
- parameter “Korrektur-Position (“correction position”) is set to a wrong value, 
- central signal-transmitter has entered a landing zone resp. left it, while during the travel the safety 

circuit was interrupted (door contact / lock contact / end of travel during inspection or rescue 
operation / reset). 

Put things right: 
- Provided that the safety circuit had not been interrupted, possibly the central signal-transmitter is to 

be replaced (if none is at hand, exchange it with a signal-transmitter bottom). 
 
TTElap:  
Meaning: Travel time elapsed.  

During a travel between two adjacent landings the travel limit time preset by the parameter 
“Fahrkontrollzeit” (“travel limit time”) elapsed. 
Note: If the safety circuit is interrupted, the travel limit time will always be started 

again and will consequently not lead to an error “FZUeb”. 
Reaction:  

The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop and adopts the status “out of operation”. If the 
parameter “Norm” (“standard”) is set to “TRA”, the control unit will initiate another trial after 10 seconds. 
If at this repeated travel the travel limit time is again exceeded, the elevator control unit will finally adopt 
the status “out of operation”. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- Central signal-transmitter does not work properly from time to time or is defective, 
- hydraulic elevator stops as the control valve does not properly, 
- speed-regulated elevator stops, as the speed control does not select the motor, 
- mechanical brake has been applied. 

Put things right:  
- as regards signal-transmitter transfer to „Zfehler“ („time fault“), 
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- check, if the speed regulation indicates a fault. Check the activation signals of the control at the 
inputs of the speed control (input level), 

- Find out, why the brake is not released. 
STElap:   
Meaning: Start time elapsed 

The central signal-transmitter has not left the zone within 30 seconds after the start of a travel. 
Note: If the safety circuit is interrupted, the start limit time will always be started again 

and will consequently not lead to an error “SZUeb”. 
Reaction:  

Refer to TTElap. 
As the car is still within the landing zone, the door is opened. 

Reasons for this fault: refer to TTElap. 
Put things right:     refer to TTElap 
 
ATElap:   
Meaning: 30 sec check-time for levelling elapsed 

The travel limit time for entering the zone has elapsed. This fault will occur, if the travel limit time of 30 
seconds that starts on a normal travel as soon as the central signal transmitter enters the zone elapses 
before the counter of the braking distances has completely counted down to “0”. 

Reaction:  
 The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop and adopts the status “out of operation”. If the 

parameter “Norm” (“standard”) is set to “TRA”, the control unit will initiate another trial after 10 seconds. 
If at this repeated travel the travel limit time is again exceeded, the elevator control unit will finally adopt 
the status “out of operation”. 

 Reasons for this fault: 
- The speed control unit stops too early, i.e. the mechanical brake is activated too early (by the speed 

control unit), 
- the hydraulically operated elevator stands still, as the valve does not work properly, 
- the speed-controlled elevator stands still, as the motor is not selected properly, 
- the mechanical brake has been applied. 

Put things right: 
- As regards the signal-transmitter refer to „Zfehler“ („time fault“) 
- check, if the speed regulation indicates a fault. Check the activation signals of the control at the 

inputs of the speed control (input level), 
- Find out, why the brake is not released. 

 
RTElap:  
Meaning: Computed duration of relevelling elapsed. 

This fault will occur, if on relevelling actions the signal-transmitter top resp. bottom does not enter the lug 
within 30 seconds, or if on braking-regulation by pulses the braking deceleration counter is not counted 
down to “0” within the aforesaid time. 

Reaction:  refer to ATElap 
Reasons for this fault:  

- refer to ATElap 
- at the speed control unit/inverter the signal for selection of the relevelling speed is missing. 

Put things right: refer to ATElap  
 
VVVFau:  
Meaning: Fault on VVVF-Controller occurred. 

The speed control unit (VVVF-controller) has sent a fault signal to the control as regards input 
“Max/Reg” on the CPU-card. 

Reaction: 
The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop and adopts the status “out of operation”. 
After 10 seconds, it initiates a new trial, provided the speed control unit has switched off the fault 
signal. If at this new travel a fault signal is received as well, the elevator control unit will finally 
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adopt the status “out of operation”. For inspection and rescue operation this situation can be 
relieved by switching the inspection resp. rescue control off and on again. 

Reasons for this fault:   
- Refer to the fault description of the manufacturer of the speed control unit, 
- selecting signal of the elevator control has been missing, 
- pulse signal of the speed control unit has not been connected, has been erroneous or defective. 

Put things right:   
- Refer to the fault description of the manufacturer of the speed control unit, 
- measure the selecting signals at the speed control unit, 
- measure the pulse signals by an oscillographe as possibly you will have to lay the pulse line in 

another way. 
 
Maxpre :  
Meaning: Fault “maximal pressure” has occurred. 

The hydraulic speed control valve has sent a fault message to the input Max/Reg on the CPU-
card of the elevator control unit, saying that the maximum admissible operation pressure has 
been exceeded – in case of a valve make Beringer it might also be a fault message from the 
electronics (contact-SIUA). 

Reaction: 
The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop and adopts the status “out of operation”. After 10 
seconds, it initiates a new trial, provided the fault signal has been switched off. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- Car overloaded 

Put things right: Refer to manual of hydraulic valve manufacturer. 
 
Minpre:  
Meaning: Fault “minimal pressure” has occurred. 

The hydraulic speed control valve has sent a fault message to the input “Min” on the CPU-card of 
the elevator control unit, saying that the operation pressure has fallen below the minimum 
admissible value, resp. that the pipe-rupture valve has responded. 

Reaction: 
The elevator control unit initiates an emergency stop and adopts the status “out of operation”. After 10 
seconds, it initiates a new trial, provided the fault signal has been switched off. 

Reasons for this fault:   
- Loss of pressure in hydraulic system. 

Put things right: refer to the fault description of the hydraulic valve manufacturer. 
 
Ovtem2:  
Meaning: Max. temperature 2 exceeded. 

The PTC-thermistor of the driving motor resp. of the pump-motor of the hydraulic valve has 
sent a fault message to input U2 on the CPU-card of the elevator control unit, saying that the 
maximum admissible temperature (approx. 140 degrees Celsius) has been exceeded in this 
operation unit. 

Reaction: 
If the car is travelling at that moment, it will be stopped at the next possible landing, provided 
that this is possible within 10 seconds. Otherwise the elevator control unit will initiate an 
emergency stop. As soon as the unit is cooled down, the elevator control unit will put the 
elevator in service again. 

Reasons for this fault:   
- too many starts, environmental temperature too high, defective motor, brake is not released or is 

chafing, 
- motor fan does not work or is not selected. 

Put things right: according to the reasons 
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Ovtem1:  
Meaning:  1. 

The PTC-thermistor of the driving motor resp. of the hydraulic oil-tank has sent a fault message to input 
U1 on the CPU-card of the elevator control unit, saying that the maximum admissible temperature 
(approx. 60 degrees Celsius) has been exceeded in this operation unit. 

Reaction: 
If a hydraulically operated elevator is travelling at that moment, it will be stopped at the next 
possible landing, provided that this is possible within 10 seconds. Otherwise the elevator 
control unit will initiate an emergency stop. As soon as the unit is cooled down, the elevator 
control unit will put the elevator in service again. 
In case of a rope-traction elevator the motor fan will be switched on, provided that the 
appropriate relay-function has been preset. 

Reasons for this fault: 
- Too many starts, environmental temperature too high, defective motor, brake is not released 

properly, 
- motor fan does not work or is not selected. 

Put things right: according to the reasons. 
 
Safety:  
Meaning: Fault of safety switches (please refer to LiSA-Manual part C) 

After levelling of the car at the destination landing, the elevator control unit will trace a fault in the 
safety circuit, if relay K5 monitored by the software has not changed its status during the travel. 

Reaction: 
The elevator is put out of operation. A rope-traction elevator will stay at the landing that was 
destination of the last travel. A hydraulically operated elevator will creep to the lowest landing; if it, 
however, turns out on this travel that the safety circuit works properly again, the elevator will be put in 
service again. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- hardware-fault on the LiSA-card. 
- safety-relays do not work in the prescribed sequence or are defective. 

Put things right:        
- Replace safety circuit 
- examine the selector switches 
 

DFault:  (please refer to fault memory for door faults) 
Meaning: Door fault, because 5 trials to shut the door were not successful. 
Reaction:  

- All car commands are cancelled, 
- in case of single lifts the landing orders are cancelled as well. 
- If a new car command or landing order is entered, the elevator will be put in operation again, but will 

set a door fault again after another two trials without success. 
In case of elevator banks, there will be up to 5 of these trial cycless before the plant is finally put out 
of operation. Consequently another elevator of the bank will respond to future landing calls from the 
special landing where the defective elevator parks. 
A single elevator will be finally shut down after 20 trial cycles and only one fault message will be 
memorized. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- locking device or lock-contact 
- door operator ignores door-closing signal 
- protection-switch of door motor has responded 
- although the door-closing relay has been selected, it does not respond due to the door closing limit-

switch being open. 
Put things right:      

- Check, if locking relay is properly selected resp. if the door operating mechanism is properly 
adjusted, 

- check door control unit, if necessary have it make a read-in travel, 
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- door motor protection switch is probably set to a too low value or too small; if selected without door 
contactors, the contacts of the door relay are possibly burnt (short-circuit due to missing condenser 
block), 

- condenser block not switched against neutral of the door motor but against zero resp. PE conductor, 
- check the door-closed contact. 

DDoor:      
Meaning:  Dividing door activated (no fault, just for information) 

Message saying that the dividing door contact has opened. 
This message is entered only while the plant is idle. If this situated occurs during operation, the 
message will be entered after the end of the travel, only. 

Reaction:  
- all calls will be cancelled, 
- the plant is switched over to the operation “shut out car commands”. 

Reasons for this fault:   
- dividing door has intentionally been opened, 
- poor dividing door contact resp. contact resistance is too high so that the control unit cannot 

recognize it as a valid signal. 
Put things right:     

- Replace resp. readjust the contact 
- If necessary, install and additional relay via the dividing door contact and have the relay-contact 

transmit the dividing door signal to the control input. 
SK3Auf (SK3 open):  (please refer to door faults memory) 
Meaning: Interruption of safety circuit on tap SK3. (no fault, just for information) 

The safety circuit was interrupted while the car was travelling at high speed, but only after the 
landing door contacts (terminal 95). Interruption thus has been caused by a car door contact. 

Reaction: 
All travel contactors release. Travel signals in speed-controlled elevators are cut off by he elevator 
control units as otherwise the speed-control unit would break down. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- The door contact does not properly close. 
- in case of electronically control door motors (AT20, Sematic, Fermator etc.): disturbances on the 

door-closing signal line. 
Put things right: According to the reasons. 
 
 
SK4Auf (Sk4 open): (please refer to door faults memory) 
Meaning: Interruption of safety circuit on tap SK3. (no fault, just for information) 

The safety circuit was interrupted while the car was travelling at high speed, but only after the car door 
contact (terminal 11). Interruption thus has been caused by a locking device contact. 

Reaction: 
All travel contactors release. Travel signals in speed-controlled elevators are cut off by he elevator 
control units as otherwise the speed-control unit would break down. 

Reasons for this fault:  
- The locking device contact does not properly close, 
- the door coupling touches the rollers of the locking device while it is passing the landing zone. 

Put things right: According to the reasons. 
 
Meaning: Photocell or force limiter activated longer than 60 minutes on door 1.  
Reaction: Door not closed – Elevator out of order. 
Reasons for this fault:   

- Photocell not working, because of poor adjusting or poor setting of parameter „signal force limiter 
active-open“ 

- Photocell has intentionally been covered. 
Put things right:         

- According to the reasons. 
- By the parameters „signal force limiter active-open“ the active status of either of these contacts can 

be preset. 
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LS1/SB1:  
Meaning: Photocell or force limiter activated longer than 60 minutes on door 1.  
Reaction: Door not closed – Elevator out of order. 
Reasons for this fault:   

- Photocell not working, because of poor adjusting or poor setting of parameter „signal force limiter 
active-open“ 

- Photocell has intentionally been covered. 
Put things right:         

- According to the reasons. 
- By the parameters „signal force limiter active-open“ the active status of either of these contacts can 

be preset. 
 
LS2/SB2:    
Meaning: Photocell or force limiter activated longer than 60 minutes on door 2.  


